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Discord code tag
2 ways: Using the user settings developer mode ▸ Appearance ▸ Developer Mode
Enable and now you can find id of any user, message, channel or server with the right mouse button
copy ID Using magic backslash \ escaping by putting it before user mention, mentioned role, channel tag or custom emoji and
you will get unformatted data This must be mentioned somewhere because some of you want to use this in the messages. How to write How appears @role-name #channel-name @mention :custom_emoji_name Back You can view blog posts from all projects in a neighborhood. Max_number (default is 5) and order
(default is timestamp) are optional: [neighborhood_blog_posts max_number=10 lot=timestamp] You can view blog posts from all blogs in a project. Max_number (default is 5,) mount point (leave blank to view posts from all blog tools in a project,) and order (default is timestamp) are optional: [project_blog_posts
max_number=10 lot=timestamp mount_point=news] Discord became the world's leading online chat server, allowing players, business people, social groups, and just about any other collection of people to engage in chat voice and text online. Discord works on a server model, where each group can have its own small
world with unique rules, bot to add flavor, community members, and much more. Although the service is really strongly oriented around voice communication to allow players to coordinate their game online, the service chat part is rich and full functionality as well. Therefore, Discord has become a very popular platform for
a wide range of communities outside the game. However, since Discord offers a variety of features and features,request a little to learn ins and outs to use the platform. in this article, I will show you how to add formatting to your text chats using the discord support for the markdown text formatting system. understand
markdown textdiscord uses theText formatting system, a markup language that uses normal text for formatting. Basically, it converts what you write into normal text into HTML that is then rendered into a browser. It allows users to simply type the normal text plus formatting codes (which are not complicated or long) thus
producing a wide range of visual effects with very little effort for the person who type the message. This includes the ability to make the text bold, underlined and other similar effects. Markdown is written in Perl, a very popular online programming language. The basic idea of Markdown is that it is easier to use than HTML
while producing the same visual effects, and without having to deal with opening and closing tags. There are a number of Markdown options and we will highlight each of the basic things you can do with this useful text tool. The basic principle behind all these formatting codes is simple: you put a special character or
characters both before and after the text you want to transform. Put it first turns on the effect, and put it after turning off the effect. Type codes directly in the Discord chat window, and the output that all others (and you) see in the chat window is the converted text. Other popular websites, such as Reddit, also use
Markdown to allow users to easily customize their text without having to know how to write any HTML. With that fast primer off-road, let's take a look at how you can use Markdown to create some common text effects in Discord. How to Use the Detections To use the markers correctly, it is important to understand that
you need to put the characters in front and behind the text. For example: if you are trying to create a markdown you need to use the exact amount of keys so that this works. If you don't follow the agreed protocols, you'll end upsomething like this: If you are a new user, the above image does not make any sense and in
reality, it should not look like at all. Continueto see how successful markings appear in Discord. Creation of Strikethrough Text To hit, you use a double '~' tilde character. (The tilde is on the left of the '1' key on most keyboards). Example:Creating Bold TextAdding two asterisks '**' before and after the text puts it bold.
Example: Create the italicized text For courses, add an asterisk to each side of the text you want to fish. Example: Text creation underlined To emphasize, two underscore characters ‘_’ are added. Example:Combine the effects of the text You can also combine the effects simply by combining the codes. Three asterisks
will create bold and italicized text. Example: You can get really involved (and silly) by combining a lot of codes. Markup doesn't care. Markup doesn't judge. Markup just makes what you say to make it. Example:Inserting Spoiler TagsSpoiler alert: they can cancel the “Snap” in Avengers: Endgame. If you're angry with me
to tell you that, you have to overcome him; The movie came out months ago. But if this was the next day, and you wanted to say that on Discord, you should censor to avoid ruining the movie for all users in your Discord channel. In order to type this message while giving people the option NOT to see it, you can use a
spoiler tag. Adding two characters tube ‘|’ says Discussion to hide the text between the double pipes. Example:Note as in the text displayed, is the spoiler obscured? If a user clicks in the black area, the secret is revealed. In this way, you can type any spoiler you want, and only those who want to read it will be. At that
point, if they end up ruining something for themselves, it's their fault. (Again, it's been months. Get on it. Vader is also Luke's real father, and Bruce Wayne is Batman. Okay, well, everyone knew. Note* for non-family, the bar is on the buttonon most keyboards. Hit Shift+ to get the “|”. Enter blank lines If you are typing by
typinga long message (like an angry comment on how it is inappropriate and wrong to reveal that Black Widow dies in Endgame) and you want to break in paragraphs, you can use Shift + Enter to create an empty line anywhere in your comment. (Note that Shift + Enter does not appear in the rough text window, does the
same thing that it does in the exit window.) Example:Use Code BlocksWhile Markup does not have a feature specifically designed to allow to cite another user, there is a semi-finiround using the Code Block function. The Code Block feature lets you highlight the code in the text. Although this is not a quote in the literal
sense, it allows to make text that stands out visually (because it is a different character). You can create a code block a line by applying the severe accent character ', found on the left of the 1 on most keyboards. The frustration text in the serious character will cause it to appear different in the chat text. Example: You can
also create multi-line code blocks by putting three severe accents at the beginning and end of the text. For example: Frequently Asked Questions Some Discord features may be difficult for new users. Read more about Discord. Can you pass through a text you have already sent? Yeah. If you pass over the text you will
see a pin icon that will say ‘Edit.’ Click this option and add your u0022~~~u0022 before and after the text. Press the "Save" option just under the text and the text will have a line through it. Can I hear someone else's message? No. Even as a server owner the option to change someone's message is not available. If you
do not like the message you can insert an emoji reaction or you can delete the message by clicking the three vertical points next to it. Final thoughts Learn how to use Markdown, you cana number of different text effects useful during typing in Discord. And fortunately, Markdown is incredibly easyMarkup is powerful, it is
not almighty, and there are a lot of things that you simply can't do. However, this should give you the opportunity to light up your text chats a bit. Do you have any other tips for using Markup in Discord? Share them with us in the comments below! Down!
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